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It’s time to talk again about risk

Financial theory tells us that to make more money we have to take more risk. But, some of the
best long-term investors have succeeded by taking less risk. Some by buying very good and
resilient growth businesses at reasonable prices and some place more emphasis on controlling
risk through the price they pay for shares.

Some words about risk - report by Phil Oakley

My Twitter feed is regularly populated with posts from private investors telling their

followers about how much money they have made. There’s nothing wrong with this, but I

never see anyone ask them one very important question: “How much risk did you take to

make that money?”

Risk is often misunderstood by investors. It has nothing to do whatsoever with the

historic volatility (how much a share price has moved up and down), but essentially boils

down to the following main factors:

● The business risk of the company behind the shares. Is it a good business with

good prospects or one that’s fortunes move in line with the economy? Businesses

with proven profit resilience in recessions are less risky than those that aren’t.

Businesses with high fixed costs and high operating leverage can see profits

destroyed in a recession.

● The amount of debt in the business. Financial leverage can kill shareholders in a

downturn.

● The valuation of the shares. High valuations are more risky because the

expectations of future profits growth are higher.

● The liquidity of the shares. Shares with limited daily trading volume can be easy to

buy  but very difficult to sell in a hurry if the company gives bad news.

A common occurrence is to see big gains reported by shareholders in an illiquid small cap

share that may or may not represent a business that is doing well. Shameless ramping by

existing shareholders talking up its prospects can generate inexperienced new buyers,
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which triggers a rise in the share price and allows the existing shareholder to brag about

their investing prowess. There is no investing skill in this and certainly nothing to admire.

The point here is that the risk of illiquidity can magnify gains and also losses as some

gamblers in Gamestop have found out.

Smart investing is when investors exploit a favourable risk to reward trade off – where

the valuation of the business does not reflect the potential upside of profit growth, while

the risk of losing money is low. There are many ways to do this from buying cheap shares

or the shares of good businesses that can compound in value over time.

What I am talking about here is the concept of risk-adjusted investment returns..

Financial theory tells us that to make more money we have to take more risk. This is

certainly true if you have owned loss-making tech companies over the past few years, but

actually some of the best long-term investors have succeeded by taking less risk. I’m

thinking about people such as Warren Buffett, Nick Train and Terry Smith, as well as value

investors such as Seth Klarman and Mohnish Pabrai.

The likes of Buffett, Smith and Train control their risk by focusing on buying the shares of

very good and resilient growth businesses at reasonable prices. Pabrai and Klarman place

more emphasis on controlling risk through the price they pay.

March last year gave all investors a powerful lesson in risk, but it has since been forgotten

by many. Low interest rates, easy credit and an emphasis on a story of hope rather than

solid fundamentals have seen the share prices of businesses with no or limited profits

soar. The implied future profitability of the market capitalisation means nothing to them.

Those who have been riding this wave have had a very similar experience to a cyclist

setting out for a ride with the wind on their back. They ride fast and it feels easy until they

turn around to come back home again with a gale in their face.

Is the wind blowing in the faces of stock market investors right now?

It could be.

There are signs of fear creeping in . The chief fear is rising interest rates and the related

issue of higher inflation.

The current bull market in stocks has largely been supported by near zero rates of

interest on government bonds and savings accounts and a general feeling that there is

nowhere else to put your money. With government bond yields of 1 per cent and inflation
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of 1 per cent, a share with an earnings or free cash flow yield or 2 to 3 per cent with the

prospect of growth looks attractive – stocks give you a higher return than bonds and

inflation.

The fear of inflation is driving interest rates up in the US, but not to frightening levels. It is

the speed of the increase that is spooking people.

There’s no doubt that there are plenty of signs of inflation about. Commodity prices –

especially oil – are increasing. I think my family’s weekly grocery shop is up by about 5 per

cent in the last few weeks, while it's costing about £10 more to fill the cars up with petrol.

I think that there could well be a surge in prices as the economy opens up and cannot

supply the goods and services that people want quickly enough. A $1.9trn stimulus

package from the US government may pour fuel on  an inflationary fire. However, I do not

think the conditions are there for a sustained increase in inflation like we saw in the

1970s or late 1980s in the UK.

The reason I think this is because I believe  inflation will remain weak due to the lack of

organised labour power. Globalisation has outsourced well-paid blue collar jobs to Asia

and they have  been replaced with insecure, low paid, service sector jobs – the very ones

that are under threat from prolonged Covid-19 lockdowns. A potential supply of

unemployed workers will keep a lid on wages, in my view. If workers do not have more

money in their pockets, then I find it hard to see a sustained period of too much money

chasing too few goods, which causes inflation.
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I could be wrong. I would like to see some globalisation trends reversed and more

reshoring of well-paid jobs. I do not necessarily see this as inflationary either, as higher

domestic wages would be offset by higher domestic production. Workers will also be able

to afford to buy more stuff that other companies make -  and be less reliant on credit,

which  would be no bad thing.

Inflation and higher rates, or the mere expectation of them, could well bring the bull

market in highly valued growth stocks to an end. Higher interest rates lower the value of

expected future cash flows and with the expectations built into some shares right now

there are grounds for concern.

Despite all this, I don’t feel too nervous and could see a pullback as a good thing and an

opportunity to buy good quality growth stocks which already have plenty of profits. The

risk to reward trade-off would be better and there’s a lot to like about that.

UK Quality shares vs comparators

Portfolio % returns 1 month Year to date 1 year 2 years 3 years

Baillie Gifford UK Growth

Fund 6.0 5.5 19.6 37.0 46.9

FTSE All-Share - Total Return 0.7 4.4 -5.0 3.9 6.5

Vanguard FTSE 100 ETF 0.2 4.2 -7.0 0.1 3.4

Vanguard FTSE 250 UCITS ETF 3.2 3.8 -1.0 16.1 14.5

Phil Oakley UK Quality Shares 2.8 2.2 -2.9

Castlefield CFP SDL UK

Buffettology 1.5 0.3 3.6 26.0 37.3

Finsbury Growth & Income

Trust 1.2 -0.1 -1.8 11.8 25.2
Source:SharePad

Since I last wrote a couple of weeks ago, I have done a bit of tinkering with both portfolios.

My underwhelming impression of Unilever has seen it leave both portfolios.

It has been replaced by Asos in the Fantasy Sipp and by Homeserve in the UK Quality

portfolio.

I think Asos is building a great global online fashion business for the long term and it will

see increasingly profitable growth. I added a position at a cost of £49.80 per share.

Homeserve is selling very profitable home emergency insurance products and domestic

heating installation services. The UK business is probably ex-growth, but the opportunity
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in the US is very significant in my view, and the company’s growth performance there has

been good  in recent years. I’m not a big fan of the Checkatrade acquisition, but am

hopeful it will do limited damage. Homeserve’s ejection from the FTSE 100 has also seen

the shares sell off and become more reasonably valued. The buy in cost is £10.57 per

share, plus stamp duty and £10 dealing charge.

Fantasy Sipp vs comparators

Portfolio % returns 1 month Year to date 1 year 2 years 3 years

Scottish Mortgage Investment

Trust 13.0 14.9 118.0 181.0 206.0

Martin Currie Global Portfolio

Trust 6.9 6.6 22.4 58.3 67.2

iShares NASDAQ 100 UCITS ETF 4.9 5.4 34.2 83.0 108.0

Mid Wynd International Inv Trust 2.5 4.8 20.4 48.7 60.2

Vanguard S&P 500 ETF 2.2 3.9 10.6 36.0 52.4

iShares MSCI World Acc 1.9 3.7 10.6 31.3 41.1

LF Blue Whale Growth Fund 6.0 3.3 19.8 49.8 76.0

Fundsmith Equity T Acc 4.4 3.2 14.9 37.9 58.6

Phil Oakley Fantasy Sipp 1.4 -1.0 3.6 34.4 50.9

Smithson Investment Trust PLC 1.2 -2.2 21.7 51.3

Lindsell Train Investment Trust -0.5 -4.0 30.6 1.5 71.8
Source:SharePad

Companies round-up

The six companies this week are:

● RELX

● Pepsico

● Walt Disney

● Moneysupermarket.com

● British American Tobacco

● Mitchells & Butlers
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RELX

RELX (REL) is a business that I like. The shares are in both fantasy portfolios. I like it

because I see it as a play on data which is becoming increasingly valuable, if turned into

products that customers cannot do without. The power of data also explains why I also

like businesses such as London Stock Exchange – which after the Refinitiv deal will be

primarily a data business – and YouGov.

RELX’s data and information services are used by academics, scientists, lawyers and

insurance companies across the world. A large chunk of the business is based on

subscriptions, which gives rise to a very resilient and highly profitable revenue stream.

The company has adapted well to the shift to digital media. Now 87 per cent of revenues

are derived from electronic  sources, compared with 22 per cent 20 years ago.

It is not a business that is going to shoot the lights out in terms of revenue growth, but I

think it can grow enough to allow the value of the company’s equity to steadily compound

in value from its current level over the longer term.

The real negative at the moment is its Exhibitions business division, which has been

hammered by Covid-19. In normal times it is also very profitable, but it is not the main

value driver of the company. However, 2020 saw profits go from £331m in 2019 to a loss

of £164m.

2020 was a tough year for the core business, but profits did manage to grow in two of the

three key data and information businesses. Scientific, Technical & Medical (SMT) grew its

revenues by 1 per cent backed by a strong performance in primary research, with 115
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new journals launched and a 25 per cent increase in article submissions. Data tools also

saw good growth. Print revenues continued to decline. Operating profit increased by 4

per cent to £1,021m at an impressive margin of 37.9 per cent.

The Risk business continued to see continued good growth on online identification and

fraud prevention, but Insurance services were subdued due to lower driving activity

caused by Covid-19 lockdowns. Sales growth was 3 per cent with profits increasing by 5

per cent to £894m at a margin of 37 per cent.

Underlying profits at the Legal division were up 7 per cent on the back of a 1 per cent

increase in revenues. Legal analytics revenues were strong and cost efficiencies helped

profits increase faster than revenues. Overall profits were flat at £330m due to changes

in the business portfolio.

Despite the big swing in profitability at Exhibitions, RELX still made nearly £2.1bn of

operating profit last year and generated £1.2bn of free cash flow. Trying to call the return

of profitability in Exhibitions is nigh on impossible, but the rest of the business is expected

to grow profits in 2021 with the outlook in Risk being the strongest. SMT is expected to

grow more modestly whilst profits in Legal are expected to grow faster than revenues.

There have been concerns about open access to the company’s vast library of academic

journals and the havoc this could wreak with SMT’s profits. This has yet to materialise,

but it is a threat that needs to be kept in mind. This is a business that is making very large

profits and there is a risk that when universities come to renew their subscription

contracts, prices come down or research moves to open access.

RELX forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 7,459.60 8,012.40 8,304.10

Ebitda 2,731.20 3,010.70 3,114.40

Ebit 2,301.80 2,592.20 2,685.20

Pre-tax profit 2,137.80 2,455.20 2,529.50

Post-tax profit 1,659.90 1,864.10 2,003.20

EPS (p) 87.2 98.7 104.4

Dividend (p) 48.8 52.4 56.5

Capex 365 386.4 404.8

Free cash flow 1,670.10 1,939.90 2,097.00

Net borrowing 6,386.70 5,815.40 5,740.70
Source:SharePad
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Analysts have also pointed out that the data for a lot of RELX’s data for its Risk and

Analytics business comes from public records. That said, the value added comes in the

analysis that RELX performs with that information which is what customers pay for.

These concerns may help to explain why RELX shares at 1,815p are trading on 20.6 times

one-year rolling forecast EPS and cheaper than that if profits can be recovered at

Exhibitions.

I think the shares are not expensive and am still happy to hang on to them in both

portfolios.

Pepsico

For the past few years Pepsico (NASDAQ:PEP) has been fighting a similar battle to many

consumer staples companies. It has great brands that people buy frequently and it sells

lots of its products. This enables Pepsico  to leverage its production assets to make good

profits from them. That’s fine, but without profit growth its shares are unlikely to do well

in the future.

Despite people buying more consumer brands in lockdown, the shares are not popular

with investors right now and are significantly underperforming other areas of the stock

market such as technology.

I’ve written about Unilever and Reckitt Benckiser in recent weeks and stressed the need

for both companies to up their investment in new innovative products if they are to

deliver sustainable growth in revenues and profits for their shareholders. On this issue, it

seems that Pepsico is moving in the right direction.
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The company finished 2020 very strongly with very good rates of organic sales growth in

its Frito Lays snacks business (which accounts for just over half of Pepsico’s total annual

operating profits) and its North American beverages business which has been struggling

to grow for some time.

Despite the big hit to out-of-home sales in beverages, getting this business growing again

is a very creditable achievement. Management have spent a lot of time reorganising the

business with a focus on optimising marketing spend but more importantly getting the

customer offer right, which is something that it admits it has not done well. The key

emphasis is having the right pack size for the right location at the right price.

There is still a lot of work to do in this business as profit margins are only currently 9 per

cent with the company aspiring to get them to the mid teens. Cost savings and supply

chain efficiencies will help with this but it needs a sustained period of sales volume

growth to leverage the profits.

The early signs are encouraging and I think the strategy will gain further traction when

economies start opening up again. Elsewhere, there are promising developments within

Pepsico’s drinks portfolio which should help it not just in North America, but across the

world as well.

Following the acquisition of Rockstar in 2020, the company has an impressive portfolio to

exploit the growth in the energy drinks sector. Gatorade Zero has been a great success,

while Mountain Dew is expected to launch an energy drink this year. The company’s

partnership with Starbucks in coffee energy drinks adds further growth potential.

The core FritoLays snacks business is performing very strongly. Combined with fresh

momentum in the North American drinks business and good and improving

performances in Europe, the company is well placed to grow revenues in the mid-single

digit percentage range and grow earnings per share in the high-single digits.

However, it is in the area of new products – the products of the future – where I think

there are good grounds for optimism.

Pepsico knows that it needs to keep its legacy snacks and drinks products growing

modestly, but the future health of the business means it needs to increasingly move its

product portfolio towards healthier snacks and drinks. Its Quaker oats business is well

placed to do this but the company has some promising investments in new brands such as

Off the Eaten Path snacks, Smartfoods, PopCorners and Bubly sparkling water. Its
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recently announced partnership with Beyond Meat to develop plant based snacks could

be an exciting source of future growth.

Getting these brands to pay off for investors will not be easy. Competition in niche,

healthy brands is intense. There is also the consideration of how and where they will be

sold. Supermarkets realise the need to rationalise their product ranges and there can be

no guarantee that new brands will get sufficient exposure and shelf space to grow enough

to move Pepsico’s profits in a meaningful way. That said, the company’s existing brand

portfolio and distribution clout should do it no harm in this respect.

Pepsico forecasts

Year ($m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 75,274.90 78,117.50 81,399.60

Ebitda 14,414.70 15,382.70 16,407.10

Ebit 11,477.10 12,261.50 13,200.70

Pre-tax profit 10,708.90 11,565.30 12,395.60

Post-tax profit 8,406.60 9,072.20 9,746.00

EPS (¢) 604.4 653.5 705.6

Dividend (¢) 424.3 449.3 476.8

Capex 4,528.00 4,223.20 4,087.00

Free cash flow 7,435.80 8,203.10 9,209.90

Net borrowing 34,368.80 34,164.80 34,017.10
Source:SharePad

Pepsico looks like a company that is heading in the direction. It is also one that offers

plenty of attraction to conservative investors in search of defensive companies. Pepsico

has just increased its dividend for the 49th consecutive year with the $4.30 per share

payout giving a dividend yield of 3.2 per cent at a share price of $134.  The 2021F PE of

22.2 times is not unreasonable if interest rates and inflation stay low, given the

reinvigorated growth outlook for the company. I am happy to keep the shares in the

Fantasy Sipp for now.

Continued...
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Walt Disney

I struggle to think of a company that has been so successful in creating entertainment

content and making money from it as Walt Disney (NYSE:DIS). Its theme parks, cruises,

films, TV channels and merchandise have maintained an enduring appeal with millions of

customers around the world and created a very profitable business in the meantime.

Covid-19 has been a disaster for Disney’s theme parks – they have been closed –  and to a

lesser extent its movie and media production business. Its theme parks contributed

$6.8bn of operating profits in 2019, a small loss in 2020 and possibly a bigger loss in

2021. In the first quarter of the financial year, the Parks, Enterprises and Products

division swung to a $119m loss, compared with  a profit of $2.5bn in the same quarter

last year.

This does not seem to bother investors one bit. Disney’s share price has taken off because

of the market’s enthusiasm for the potential of its streaming services and Disney+ in

particular.

Disney+ ended 2020 with 95m subscribers compared with 26.5m a year before. ESPN+

subscribers went from 6.6m to 12.1m, while Hulu’s video on demand and live TV service

increased from 30.4m to 39.4m. First-quarter direct-to-consumer sales increased by 73

per cent to $3.5bn. As a result, the losses were reduced from $1.1bn to $466m.

As we have seen with Netflix, the market is not really interested in its profits right now,

but just how many subscribers it can woo. Sooner or later though, Disney is going to have

to show that it can make a return on its investment.

I have no doubt that the future of entertainment is in streaming over the internet and

that Disney is in a better position than most to exploit it because it owns a large
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proportion of the content on its services. The problem for investors is how to weigh up

and value this potential.

It must not be forgotten that Disney’s streaming services are to a large extent just

recycling its content from one distribution platform to another. Whereas Disney films and

ESPN sporting content used to be watched on cable or satellite TV, they are now being

offered direct to consumers via apps connected to the internet.

This should be more profitable due to the lower distribution costs involved. But how

much of it is new revenue?

2021 should see peak losses for Disney+, while the company is not expecting it to break

even until 2024. That said, the current traction within the business does give some

grounds for thinking that it could get there sooner.

That said, Disney is going to have to invest heavily in new content to keep customers

engaged and attract new ones. With titles from Star Wars, Pixar, Marvel and the rest of its

production studio, it is well placed to do it. The addition of the Star service to Disney+ will

bring in extra revenue, while offering additional and local content in markets across the

world.

The other thing it is going to have to do is raise prices. The current average revenue per

user on Disney+ is just over $4, compared with $13.51 for the Hulu on demand service

and $13.99 for Netflix in HD in the US. This shows that Disney is essentially giving its

service away in some markets. How many current subscribers will stay onboard when

prices go up?

If the content is good enough and fresh enough it could be a great success, but does it

justify a huge upward shift in the value of Disney shares?

I think possibly it could. It gives the company increased distribution power and lower

distribution costs by enabling it to cut out the middleman. Its global distribution reach is

also better. The company now has a big direct to consumer customer base to sell its

movies to, as well as selling them to cinema chains.

Elsewhere, ESPN+ is leveraging its technology edge – such as multicasting which gives a

better live sports experience over the internet – and getting into big markets such as

India with its IPL cricket rights. Hulu’s live TV service allows customers to have all the

benefits of a cable service without having a cable connection.
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The size and timing of future profits is highly dependent on when its theme parks open

and how much social distancing restricts visitor numbers. Disney’s peak operating profit

was $15.7bn in 2018, according to FactSet. Wall Street analysts currently predict that

profits will exceed that number by some margin in 2023.

Walt Disney forecasts

Year ($m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 68,701.90 86,666.00 96,596.10

Ebitda 9,746.20 16,654.10 20,238.40

Ebit 7,651.30 14,207.30 17,314.50

Pre-tax profit 4,054.30 11,122.50 14,435.90

Post-tax profit 3,582.00 8,893.20 11,893.50

EPS (¢) 201.1 484 625.2

Dividend (¢) 90.2 173.7 190.8

Capex 4,274.00 5,137.50 5,297.80

Free cash flow 3,062.60 6,370.50 9,351.80

Net borrowing 41,288.20 38,383.40 34,013.50
Source:SharePad

If they are right then Disney shares at $184 each would trade on a 2023F of 29.4 times.

That’s not cheap but viewed in the light of today’s stock market conditions would not look

excessive either.

As an aside, for those of you with an interest in Games Workshop shares, the profitability

of Disney’s Consumer Products business (things such as Disney, Star Wars and Pixar toys,

t-shirts, games, apps, books and console games) is hugely impressive with profit margins

of 54.5 per cent. I’m not saying Games Workshop can match this, but I think it highlights

what kind of profit a business with sufficient popularity and sales volumes can achieve.

Continued...
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Moneysupermarket.com

MoneySupermarket was one of my big mistakes of 2020 as far as the fantasy portfolios

were concerned. I let myself be seduced by its outstanding levels of profitability that

comes from leveraging its website assets and fixed costs and ignored the blindingly

obvious: This is a business which probably has very limited growth potential.

I still think it’s a good business with a very clear and powerful selling point to its

customers in that it exists to save them money. The trouble is that the markets it is

operating in are very tough to grow.

Out of all of them, its Insurance business still looks the most attractive in terms of

generating revenue from people switching but perhaps not as attractive as it has been.

Revenues were down 8 per cent in 2020 as car, home and life insurance was subdued due

to lockdowns.

The biggest hit came in the Money business where fewer loans, credit cards and

mortgage transactions took place and people did not buy travel money to go on holiday.

Revenues fell by 27 per cent. It’s difficult to envisage 2021 being much better. Banks are

not keen to extend credit and consumers don’t seem desperately keen to borrow.

The energy price cap introduced by the government and implemented by the regulator

has made switching less worthwhile which makes growth in the future difficult.

2020 has also shown investors how operational gearing, which  worked so well for

Moneysupermarket.com when times were good, can work against them. An 11 per cent

fall in total revenues fed through to a 26 per cent fall in operating profit. The operating

margin was still a very respectable 25 per cent and free cash flow margin was still 20 per
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cent. However, the number of active users fell from 13.1m to 11.5m and this must be a

concern going forward.

Yet, without sustainable profit and free cash flow growth, investors are unlikely to make

money, despite these impressive financial ratios. In this regard, the company sent a very

downbeat message to investors on Thursday morning.

Based on its current views, the company  reckons it would need a very strong recovery in

its Travel and Money channels to get close to meeting the top of the forecast range of

earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (Ebitda) forecasts for 2021

of £128.8m. If the trends in Money are the same as they were in the last quarter of 2020

(revenues down 26 per cent) then hitting the bottom end of the range of £96.4m might

be tough.

Moneysupermarket.com forecasts

Year (£m) 2020 2021 2022

Turnover 344.4 363 389

Ebitda 105 117.4 130.8

Ebit 86.6 99 112.7

Pre-tax profit 85.5 97.7 111.7

Post-tax profit 69.3 80.2 92.1

EPS (p) 12.8 14.8 16.9

Dividend (p) 10.8 11 12.1

Capex 14.6 14.4 14.9

Free cash flow 67.3 82.8 91.8

Net borrowing -27.5 -50 -79.3
Source:SharePad

Consensus forecasts of £105m Ebitda are probably not too far off the mark for now,

while the holding of the 11.7p dividend payout probably explained the rally in the shares

on Thursday.

I think there will be a profit recovery for  this business, but – at 289p – the shares would

be trading on a 2,023F PE of 17.1 on EPS lower than what was produced in 2019. I don’t

see that as being particularly attractive right now.

Continued...
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British American Tobacco

Tobacco shares are very unpopular despite remaining very profitable and paying big

dividends to shareholders. The reasons are numerous but the lack of growth and the fear

of regulation are the two most obvious ones.

British American Tobacco (BATS) has hoovered up its rivals and cut costs over the years

in an attempt to fly in the face of these challenges with some degree of success. However,

since its mammoth deal to buy Reynolds American in 2017, its shares have not been a

very good investment. In the past three years its share price has fallen by 41 per cent.

Dividend payments have softened the total losses to 27 per cent.

Based on the valuation of most global tobacco stocks right now it almost seems that they

cannot be given away. BAT currently trades at less than eight times the next 12 months’

forecast EPS and offers a trailing free cash flow yield of 12 per cent.

Tobacco company valuations

Price Mkt cap (m) PE (NTM)
British American Tobacco 26.40 60,350 7.8

Japan Tobacco 13.35 23,684 11.3

Imperial Brands 15.05 14,243 6.0

Philip Morris 62.51 97,354 14.3

Altria Group 31.47 58,484 9.4
Source:FactSet

The company tried to put a positive spin on its full-year results this week, which

unsurprisingly showed tobacco’s resilience in tough economic times. BAT went to great

lengths to talk up the potential of its non-combustible tobacco products such as vapour,

heated sticks, chewing tobacco and snuff.
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Decent progress was made in 2020 with sales growth of 15 per cent and market share

growth in key markets. The trouble is that these new products contributed £2.5bn of

sales out of a total of £25.2bn and are loss-making. Those losses should have peaked and

will be less of a drag on total profits going forward, but they remain a long way from

transforming the business, despite aims to have £5bn in sales from them by 2025.

The business’s resilience against regulatory changes is encouraging. An EU ban of

menthol cigarettes did no damage as most customers switched to vaping. In America, the

sales of Newport menthol cigarettes were strong and the experience in EU markets

suggests that any US menthol ban – which looks unlikely at the moment – is unlikely to

blow a hole in BAT’s profits.

The core tobacco business performed well with good pricing and mix improvements and

gained market share in its core markets. This is something that it has been able to do for

some time and along with cost savings has been why profits have held up pretty well.

The shares apparently sold off on Wednesday due to disappointing guidance of

mid-single constant currency EPS growth for 2021. With the shares on a forecast PE of

7.8 times, it seems strange to think that expectations were for something meaningfully

better.  A strengthening pound if maintained will probably make it hard for BAT to grow

EPS at all this year.

British American Tobacco forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 25,546.00 26,763.60 27,325.40

Ebitda 12,272.40 12,973.60 13,355.50

Ebit 11,256.30 12,040.50 12,429.10

Pre-tax profit 10,205.50 11,131.30 11,684.50

Post-tax profit 7,546.40 8,291.80 8,578.70

EPS (p) 332.8 363.7 387.4

Dividend (p) 216.6 238.6 256.5

Capex 715.7 849.3 863.1

Free cash flow 7,562.30 8,203.40 7,718.50

Net borrowing 38,582.70 36,321.90 34,816.00
Source:SharePad

The shares offer a prospective dividend yield of 8.2 per cent, which looks tempting, but

those who rightly focus on total returns should be mindful of the disappointing

performance on this measure in recent years.
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These shares are very cheap and profits are not expected to collapse. They are for

contrarians and deep value investors.  I find it difficult to be very bearish at current

valuations. If you are looking for a long-term wealth compounder then my gut feeling is

that tobacco companies’ days of fulfilling this role may have gone for good given that they

will have to keep on running very hard to stand still in the years to come.

Mitchells & Butlers

In early January, Mitchells & Butlers (MAB) told investors that it was running out of

money. Therefore it is not surprising that it announced this week it was raising £350m

with an open issue of 167m new shares at 210p – a big discount to the current price

of 326p.

It will raise the money easily as Odyzean which represents the interests of shareholders

who own 55 per cent of the business have guaranteed to stump up the cash if other

shareholders do not. When added to a new £150m bank loan facility, Mitchells and

Butlers can survive for the next year even if its pubs remain closed, which nobody

currently expects.

The share price has jumped by almost a third in the past month, presumably on hopes that

Britain will vaccine its way back to some kind of normality by the summer.

Analysts seem to be very positive on the company’s prospects and think it will get back to

making a similar level of operating profit in 2023 as it did in 2019. It might do, but I’m not

convinced it changes the long-term outlook for the company or the pub sector in general,

which I remain lukewarm on.
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There’s no doubt that there are parts of the pub market that are interesting savvy

operators right now. JD Wetherspoon thinks some London pubs are on sale at attractive

prices and has raised money from shareholders to buy some. Rooney Anand, the former

CEO, has partnered up with investors to raise £200m to buy what it sees as attractive

pub assets.

The UK pub market has always contained selected pots of gold with niche offerings or

local monopolies, but there’s a big difference between this and a portfolio of 1,600 pubs

like Mitchells & Butlers has today. The going rate for return on capital employed (ROCE)

on managed pubs has been around 10 per cent for quite some time and there are grounds

for thinking that pub profits are overstated (due to under depreciation) given how often

they have to be refurbished and remodelled.

Mitchells & Butlers forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 1,553.90 2,122.40 2,216.80

Ebitda 317.8 437.9 476.9

Ebit 144.5 282.7 311.5

Pre-tax profit -61.5 152.6 190.3

Post-tax profit -18.2 124.7 157.4

EPS (p) -7.8 28.9 34.8

Dividend (p) - - -

Capex 111.8 132.3 139

Free cash flow 114.7 180.4 203.1

Net borrowing 2,076.00 1,976.50 1,790.10
Source:SharePad

There is a possibility that the current deep recession will significantly shrink supply of

pubs and pub restaurants and improve the economics for those that are left. M&B’s

exposure to the eating out market rather than City bars may serve it well, but this is a

sector where cheap money and lowish barriers to entry have given investors a very

bumpy ride over the years. I don’t see this changing even when things get back to normal.
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